2018 STANDARD PACKAGE CATALOG
The 2018 Friends of NRA Gun of the Year Set brings together two perfectly paired pieces in a custom display case designed to showcase the Kimber Custom II “Defending Freedom” 1911 and the Silver Stag 1911 Sidekick Fighter knife with matching grips and Friends of NRA embellishment.

The Gun of the Year embodies Kimber’s commitment to crafting firearms of unequaled quality and dependability. Chambered in .45 ACP, the Kimber NRA Custom II “Defending Freedom” is a full-size 1911 with a 5-inch barrel. A specially engraved slide features the NRA logo and the words “Defending Freedom.” The slide also wears a self-lubricating Desert Tan KimPro® II finish that offers outstanding additional resistance to chemicals, moisture, salt and UV light. This is complemented by a matte black frame, which is paired to the slide early in production to help ensure optimal fitting. Tactical G-10 grips ensure a secure grip, while a lowered and flared ejection port allows brass to easily clear the slide. Like all Kimber 1911s, each part of the “Defending Freedom” is manufactured to the tightest tolerances and fitted together by hand with exceptional attention to detail. An excellent choice for both carry and home defense, the “Defending Freedom” is proudly made in America and, as a member of the Kimber family, is “What All Guns Should Be™.”

The 1911 Sidekick Fighter knife from Silver Stag completes this set. The skillfully hand-crafted fixed-blade knife is the perfect tool for deer camp or self-protection. The 6-inch hand hollow-ground and jeweled high carbon D2 steel blade and leather sheath with vertical and horizontal carry options both feature engraved Friends of NRA logos. VZ Grips are customized to match the Gun of the Year, creating a duo that you won’t want to put down. When you do, the display case’s black foam interior with two cutouts for gun and knife will ensure it is stored securely beneath the lid engraved with the Friends of NRA logo. Silver Stag Limited Lifetime Warranty. The Gun of the Year set is limited to 1,100 units and available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

**Kimber Custom II .45 ACP and Silver Stag Knife with Display Case**

- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5"
- Magazine capacity: 7
- Sight: Fixed low profile with 6.8" radius
- Grips: G10
- Custom NRA Serialization
- NRA Logo and “Defending Freedom” engraved on slide
- Custom Walnut display case with Friends of NRA logo made by Eagle Mountain Wooden Box Company
- Silver Stag 1911 Sidekick Fighter fixed-blade knife with matching grips

*Not available in all 50 states*
GUN OF THE YEAR SET
The only pistol in its class to include a slide-mounted reflex optic, the Romeo1, the RX will ensure faster sight acquisition on target. Simply put, it will make a good shooter a great shooter. No other manufacturer offers a pistol with a reflex sight ready to go out of the box. Shoot confidently with faster target acquisition and improved accuracy. Installed, zeroed and backed by the quality of the SIG name. The P320 Full-Size offers a smooth, crisp trigger to make any shooter more accurate, an intuitive, 3-point takedown and unmatched modularity to fit any shooter and any situation. Its full-size frame is ideal for target shooting, home defense and any scenario where shootability and sighted accuracy are of the highest priority. This striker-fired pistol features a coyote tan modular polymer grip module, a nitron-coated stainless steel barrel, striker and disconnect safeties, and SIGLITE suppressor sights. Limited to 1,050 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: 9mm Luger
- Action: Striker, Semi-Auto
- Barrel length: 4.7”
- Mag Capacity: 17 rounds
- NRA logo and American flag design on slide

The Diamondback Firearms DB10 semi-automatic rifle is an excellent choice for defense, hunting, and recreational and competitive use. Built from the ground up right here in the USA, the DB10 is chambered in the hard hitting .308 Win caliber—extending the range and energy produced by its AR-15 brethren. The AR-10 style Melonite™ coated bolt carrier features a multi-cal, DMPS-style bolt and a high pressure firing pin. This rifle incorporates all the features you expect from a top of the line AR, including a fluted, stainless steel free-float barrel, a DPMS-style barrel extension, a 15-inch KeyMod handguard, and a Magpul CTR Mil-Spec collapsible stock. Make this rifle yours and see for yourself the Diamondback difference. Limited to 1,050 units with NRA logo and serialization and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: .308 Win
- Barrel Length: 18”
- Handguard: 15” KeyMod rail
- Magpul MOE pistol grip
- NRA seal engraved on both sides of lower receiver mag well
- Custom NRA Serialization

*Not available in all 50 states
Based on Henry's blued steel-framed .45-70 lever action rifle, the .410 shotgun is perfect for those who like their small-gauge shotgunning to be done through a quick-handling platform they're familiar with in rimfire and centerfire versions already used in the field. If you know Henry's lever actions, you'll be right at home with this new small-game-getter. Five-shot tube-loading magazines chambered for 2.5" shells only, dark straight-grained American walnut furniture, pistol grip wrists, checkering fore and aft, sling swivel studs, and a thick, non-slip ventilated black rubber recoil pad at the rear all contribute to attractive form and function. The 20" barrel with cylinder bore choke makes this a versatile and compact package. The lighter weight is easier to tote throughout a long afternoon on foot, and the shorter round barrel more easily works through brush and other tight terrain where shots are expected to be close and fast. The adjustable semi-buckhorn rear and vertical blade bead front sights make it easy to regulate patterns with a variety of birdshot and slugs to handle anything from small game birds such as partridge and pigeons through cottontails to fox and coyotes, varmints and pest control. Simplistic, rugged and a great forager for survival, this shotgun will fit right in among your other prized Henry lever actions. The embellished stock featuring the Second Amendment laser-engraved in raised text and a gold NRA seal will ensure it stands out from the crowd. Limited to 1,145 units with NRA seal and serialization and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- .410 Bore
- Action: Lever Action Shotgun
- Barrel: 20"
- Stock: American Walnut
- Stock embellishment by Baron Technology Inc.
- Custom NRA Serialization

The Colt Cobra® marks Colt's triumphant return to the world of double-action revolvers. Its small frame and 2-inch barrel make it ideal for concealed carry. Chambered in .38 Special and +P capable, the Cobra® features all-steel construction as well as a grip that's been moved rearward to comfortably accommodate a wide range of hand sizes. An interchangeable fiber optic front sight and LL2™ trigger system provide additional user-friendliness. This firearm is designed to meet the needs of new shooters and seasoned professionals alike. It's easy and enjoyable to shoot, easy to carry, and draws from the fine lineage that make Colt revolvers special. Limited to 1,145 units with NRA logo and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: .38 Special (+P Capable)
- Action: Double Action/Single Action
- Barrel Length: 2"
- Custom NRA grips engraved with Cobra snake and NRA logo
- Capacity: 6 rounds
- Matte finish on frame
The Cricket™ Precision Rifle (CPR) brings the looks of a precision target rifle to a youth shooter-friendly design. This American-made firearm features a thumbhole stock custom dipped with a bold design incorporating the Second Amendment text and the American flag. Integrated Crickettinny rails on the buttstock and forend make customization easy. Bi-pod, scope with shade, EZ Loader and eye and ear protection are included to make this a safe and simple first firearm experience. This Second Amendment dip design is exclusive to Friends of NRA events in 2018 and limited to 1,145 units.

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR WOMEN by a select team of women hunters and shooters, the Vanguard Camilla provides the confidence of guaranteed SUB-MOA accuracy along with a stock made specifically to fit most women. Length of pull is shortened to 13”, the grip angle has been changed and slimmed, and a slight trigger finger guide groove has been added for improved grip ergonomics. Additional adjustments include a shorter, slimmer forearm and grip with right side palm swell for better balance and fit, a higher comb to properly align the shooter’s eye with optics, and a recoil pad with negative angle, reduced size, and toe canted away from the body to better fit a woman’s shoulder. Add in a match quality, two-stage trigger that breaks crisp and clean, and that’s why the Vanguard® has become one of the most popular rifle options today. Shoulder a Weatherby Vanguard and see for yourself what it means to shoot flatter, hit harder and be more accurate. Limited to 1,145 units with NRA seal and exclusive to Friends of NRA.
Paying homage to the AR-15, this electric guitar is designed for the dedicated defender of the Second Amendment and signed by none other than patriotic rocker Ted Nugent. The basswood body of the guitar is finished with a textured tactical black splatter paint and fitted with a high quality maple 21 fret neck and a rosewood fretboard. It’s all accented with a chrome Spitfire Humbucker pickup, a vintage-style whammy bridge with adjustable saddles and a silver NRA seal boldly emblazoned on the “stock.” Be one of a select few to own this unique combination of riflery and rock ‘n’ roll! Made by SHS International exclusively for Friends of NRA and limited to 1,200 consecutively numbered units.
The bestselling book “13 Hours: The Inside Account of What Really Happened In Benghazi” by Mitchell Zuckoff with the Annex Security Team uncovers the true events of September 11, 2012, when terrorists attacked the US State Department Special Mission Compound and a nearby CIA station called the Annex in Benghazi, Libya. Read the personal account of the team of six American security operators who went beyond the call of duty, fighting to repel the attackers, protect the Americans stationed there and prevent even greater tragedy. Mark “Oz” Geist served 12 years in the United States Marine Corps and was among those courageous men of the Annex Security Team who fought on the ground during the Battle of Benghazi. He answered freedom’s call and was credited with helping to save the lives of more than 25 Americans. Mark is still recovering from the injuries he sustained in the battle. Let this special copy of the book, signed by Mark Geist, join your library as a testament to and reminder of the service and sacrifice that defines true American patriotism. Provided by Mark Geist and limited to 1,200 units available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

First observed in 1775, the rattlesnake image paired with the “Don’t Tread on Me” message became an early symbol of our nation’s hunger for freedom from Colonial rule. The Flags of Valor Gadsden flag is designed in honor of the revolutionary spirit of our founding fathers and the citizen soldiers who secured our nation’s independence. This 26”L x 16.5”W wooden flag was handmade by combat veterans in Ashburn, Va., and signed by Mark “Oz” Geist, 12-year Marine Corps veteran, member of the Annex Security Team that fought the Battle of Benghazi and co-author of the book “13 Hours.” Limited to 1,200 units and available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.
Throughout his iconic film career, John Wayne trailblazed across the silver screen, captured hearts worldwide and portrayed courage in the face of all odds, as only he could. To honor the Duke’s legacy, Air Venturi presents the Officially Licensed John Wayne Lil’ Duke .177 Caliber Lever Action BB Rifle with a hardwood stock with The Duke’s likeness etched into the butt piece and “lil’ duke” engraved on the foregrip. Designed for beginners and younger airgunners, this large loop lever action repeater is a great way for pint-sized shooters to get involved in shooting sports and start plinking away with a very user-friendly gun. This special NRA edition features the NRA seal and logo embellished in gold color on the receiver. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Air Venturi and limited to 1,130 units.

Silver NRA Necklace

Make a statement and celebrate the spirit of the National Rifle Association with this dangling silver necklace. Sparkling in a traditional Western bright-cut style, the NRA letters are delicately engraved with a tiny heart cut out of the “A.” The pendant elegantly hangs off a 16-inch bright silver-finished chain with a 3-inch extender. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Montana Silversmiths and limited to 1,130 units.

Growler

Bring home your favorite craft beer or store your own home brew in this classic German amber glass growler. The 2-liter German-made jug features stainless steel handle straps, sturdy aluminum alloy handles and a vintage-style swing-top closure guaranteed to maintain 58psi inner pressure. Tinted food-safe glass protects your brew from harmful ultraviolet rays and helps keep it cold while a large, etched Friends of NRA logo ensures you store and pour in Second Amendment style. Crafted exclusively for Friends of NRA by Visual EFX Group and limited to 1,130 units.
Blanket

Wrap up in this one-of-a-kind throw displaying the NRA seal prominently knit in a 54"L x 54"W red blanket made of 100% non-shrink, machine washable acrylic perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA in New York by Binghamton Knitting Company and limited to 1,130 units.

Accent Table

Hide your firearm in plain sight with this Shaker-style accent table. Constructed of high-quality solid brown maple wood, this functional piece is Amish-made in Holmes County, Ohio. Held by strong magnets, one removable side panel conceals a 10"W x 10"D x 3"H felt-lined secret compartment. The bottom of the compartment is 3/4-inch furniture-grade plywood for added strength and stability. 14"W x 14"D x 28 1/2"H overall dimensions. Limited to 1,130 units and available exclusively at Friends of NRA events from Secret Compartment Furniture.
Bar Stools by NRA Originals

Stylish enough for the bar and durable enough for the work bench, these bar stools embrace the American lifestyle and proclaim your support for the Second Amendment. NRA Life Member Jesse James designed these stools for durability and comfort with a padded 360 degree swivel seat made of high quality vinyl featuring a vibrant, crystal clear NRA seal perched atop a black powder-coated 18 gauge steel tube frame. Designed by Jesse James/NRA Originals and limited to 1,130 units available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

Checkerboard Storage Box with Logo

Take a step back in time with this vintage-inspired patriotic checkerboard storage box. Constructed of pine, the checkerboard lid features an American Flag and eagle design in the light squares. It sits atop a 17-3/4”L x 12”W x 11”H storage box embossed with a black Friends of NRA logo. Routed hand holes make for easy lifting and oval-headed barbed nails accent the antique warm brown stain of the lacquered pine box. A cloth drawstring bag containing 12 light and 12 dark wooden checkers is included. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA by Vintage Editions and limited to 1,130 units.
The NRA National Sporting Arms Museum located at the Bass Pro Shops in Springfield, Mo., has quickly become the most visited firearms museum in the country—and it’s now available in book form. For those not among the more than one million folks who have visited the museum since it opened in 2013, this compendium provides a glimpse of the exhibits and firearms housed there. Those who have visited will want it for the memories and reference. “Guns of the NRA National Sporting Arms Museum” features more than 1,000 guns in a full-color, 304-page hardback book illustrating the museum’s three-part theme of hunting, conservation, and freedom. See the most common and popular sporting arms in America pictured side-by-side with some of the greatest firearm rarities. This Deluxe Friends of NRA Edition comes ready for proud display on the coffee table or bookshelf with an exclusive leather slipcase and the signatures of authors Jim Supica, Philip Schreier and Doug Wicklund. Provided by NRA Museums and limited to 1,130 units available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

Freedom Flyer Earrings

Don your patriotism by wearing a piece of American history. Silver Standing Liberty quarters were only minted from 1916 to 1930 but became very popular in the early 20th Century. These silver coins have been cut in the shape of an arrowhead to highlight the eagle in the design and handcrafted into southwestern-style earrings with hypoallergenic surgical steel ear wire. Ten karat gold wire and a turquoise-colored bead accent the shape and style. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA by The Fun Company and limited to 1,130 units.
This high performance Engel Backpack Cooler features the Friends of NRA logo on the front of the rugged, tear-resistant 500-denier polyester diamond ripstop outer shell. The Prym1 black out camo pattern and a waterproof TPE coating makes for a sleek look and easy cleaning. On the inside, there’s a radiant barrier liner of reflective foil to repel the sun’s long-wave heat radiation, in addition to Engel’s exclusive 1-inch thick layer of closed-cell foam insulation that effectively minimizes heat transfer to maintain cold inner temperatures. Under typical conditions, the Backpack Cooler will hold ice for up to three days. The 19”L x 8”W x 17.5”H bag weighs just 6 pounds and can hold up to 23 quarts, 5.75 gallons, 20 pounds of ice or 24 cans. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Engel and limited to 1,130 units.
GEAR & KNIVES

The Bench Bag featuring the Friends of NRA logo is the ultimate companion for mobility and stability in rifle shooting. The extra-large bag with oversized fill tubes and shooting slot provides reliable stability for all sizes of firearms and larger calibers. Synthetic Nu-Buc gently cradles your rifle for steady control while sighting in at the range or taking the perfect shot while hunting. Large carry handles on both sides make it easy to move around and convenient cartridge loops and mesh pockets hold your essentials. 12”L x 10.5”W x 9”H. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Boyt Harness Company and limited to 1,130 units.

Bench Bag with Friends of NRA Logo

This skillfully handcrafted mountain edge knife is the perfect tool for processing big game or for doing chores around the hunting camp. A 5.25-inch hollow ground high carbon D2 steel blade has been forged to a 60 Rockwell hardness and is guaranteed to retain its factory edge for extended periods of heavy use. As part of the Silver Stag Crown Series, this knife features an authentic naturally-shed North American deer or elk antler crown/burr handle that has been hand-shaped and polished to ensure excellent balance, comfort and control. A laser engraved Friends of NRA logo further enhances the handle’s design, and a thick handmade cow hide leather sheath will protect and showcase this functional work of art. Limited Lifetime Warranty. From Smith and Partners LLC exclusively for Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,130 units.

Mountain Edge Fixed Blade Knife

The Jane Concealed Carry Lock and Key Satchel from Emperia Outfitters is a perfect way to conceal your firearm elegantly. A separate concealed compartment on the back with two lockable zipper openings and removable holster creates security and ease for both right- and left-handed carriers. A gold lock decoration on the front adds charm, and zipper closure ensures that all your belongings are protected. The sleek and sophisticated Jane bag in gray faux leather and the matching wallet with detachable wrist strap can comfortably hold everything you need for any occasion and complement any wardrobe. The 15”L x 6”W x 11.5”H satchel features sturdy dual top handles, a detachable and adjustable shoulder strap, and an interior zipper pocket with dual slip pockets. Provided for Friends of NRA events by Deluxity, Inc.

Concealed Carry Purse
Rifle and Range Bag Set

Gear up with this set from Boyt Harness Company. The rifle and range bags feature a water-resistant rip-stop nylon exterior in tan. The 48” scoped rifle case includes foam padding to protect your firearm, full wrap around web handles and D-ring for convenient transport, and a self-repairing zipper. The 17”L x 8”W x 9”H range bag can hold up to 12 boxes of shotgun shells in its 14”L x 8”W main compartment and zippered front, back and side pockets. A hard bottom and foam inserts keep your gear safe at all times. Each item features a Friends of NRA logo boldly embroidered on the side. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Boyt Harness Company and limited to 1,130 units.

Fixed Blade Skinner with Logo

With more than 321 years of combined knife experience, the Bear & Son team led by Ken and Matt Griffey produces pieces with true American-made quality and reliability. This 2 7/8” fixed blade is made with 440 high carbon stainless steel and accented by Genuine India Stag Bone™ handle. Outfitted with a leather belt sheath and prominently displaying the Friends of NRA logo on the blade, this Loveless-style skinner will be a prized addition to your collection. Made by Bear & Son Cutlery in Jacksonville, Ala., for Friends of NRA events only and limited to 1,130 units.
Embodying the patriotic and pioneering spirit of America, Western films glorified the raw frontier and the challenge of maintaining law and order it presented. The genre captured the eyes and ears of Americans during the early- to mid-20th century, surging in popularity during the 1930s with blockbusters such as Stagecoach directed by John Ford. It was this movie that introduced two now-synonymous stars: Marion Morrison and the Winchester Model 1892 Large Loop Carbine rifle—better known as John Wayne and his fearless right arm. The large loop lever and shortened barrel of this model allowed America’s legendary western icon to engage the lever with one hand by twirling it like a pistol, enhancing his larger than life onscreen persona.

The Winchester Model 1892 is one of the most famous lever-action rifles ever produced. Designed by John Browning as a lightweight alternative to the Model 1886, the ‘92 was chambered for the popular pistol calibers of the day. The large loop version featured an oversized lever loop with radiused edges, making fast cycling much more fluid, creating room for gloves and allowing one-handed operation. Due to its manageable recoil and smooth action, the ‘92 became a premier rifle for ranchers of the American West protecting their livestock. The silver screen and association with The Duke helped continue and solidify its place in American firearms history.

John Wayne performed in more than 200 films, including 70 during the 1930s in which he embodied a durable, no-nonsense man of action. Rio Lobo (1970) directed by Howard Hawks is one of those films. The Duke plays Col. Cord McNally, an ex-Union officer who teams up with a couple of ex-Confederate soldiers to hunt down a traitor who sold information to the south during the Civil War. With the Winchester Model 1892 at his side, Wayne leads his crew to Rio Lobo where they join together with the cavalry to recover the little Texas town from a band of ruthless outlaws run by the traitor they were hunting down. To commemorate this icon of the American West and Western genre, this set includes a bullet and casing fired through the large loop Winchester Model 1892 used by John Wayne in Rio Lobo, The Shootist (1976), Chisum (1970) and other films.

Now the firearm is in the collection of the National Firearms Museum in Fairfax, Va. On August 22-23, 2017, the Model 92 was fired by NRA Headquarters staff to create this custom collector’s set. The set contains a .44-40 caliber bullet and casing accompanied by a classic image portrayal of John Wayne holding the Model 92 large loop rifle along with a historical note. The display features a 17”W x 22”H x 1.375”D gray woodgrain frame with triple matting in natural white with umber gray accents. Printed and framed by Made in USA Framing LLC exclusively for Friends of NRA and limited to 1,130 units.
Showcase your commitment to the rights and revolution that inspired our nation’s birth by proudly displaying this artful recreation of the original Declaration of Independence. The laser-carved wood engraving of the statement adopted by the Second Continental Congress at Independence Hall in Philadelphia on July 4, 1776, immortalizes the historical announcement that the thirteen American colonies regarded themselves as a new, sovereign nation no longer under British rule. The 2 3/4-inch thick dark wood frame beautifully complements the historical piece with antiqued gold-colored gilding on the classic American scoop design. Approximately 21”L x 25”W. Crafted exclusively for Friends of NRA by Buckeye Designs and Engraving in Ohio and limited to 1,130 units.
The 2018 Friends of NRA Standard Merchandise Package would not be possible without the support of all the vendors featured in this catalog.
Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation, Inc. (“NRA Foundation”) is a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt organization that raises tax-deductible contributions in support of a wide range of firearm-related public interest activities of the National Rifle Association of America and other organizations that defend and foster the Second Amendment rights of all law-abiding Americans. These activities are designed to promote firearms and hunting safety, to enhance marksmanship skills of those participating in the shooting sports, and to educate the general public about firearms in their historic, technological and artistic context. Funds granted by The NRA Foundation benefit a variety of constituencies throughout the United States including children, youth, and women, individuals with physical disabilities, gun collectors, law enforcement officers, hunters and competitive shooters.

The Friends of NRA fundraising program was established in October 1992 to raise funds in support of this mission. True to the tradition of the original town meetings, and organized by community volunteers from every walk of life, Friends of NRA events provide participants an opportunity to support the charitable goals of The NRA Foundation and enjoy the camaraderie of other law-abiding gun owners.